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 I am continually inspired by the hard work, passion 

and accomplishments of the thousands of people who are now 

part of The Water Project.  It is nothing short of incredible that 

in the space of three years we've grown from a small team of 

volunteers into an organization with four full-time staff and 

over $1 million in annual revenue.  We've expanded to support 

five partner organizations doing excellent work in the field.  

And together with these partners we're developing programs 

that constantly "challenge toward excellence" how water projects are implemented 

and measured at every step and long into the future.  

 We've raised nearly $2mil since we began.  We've built hundreds of water 

projects in six countries.  Tens of thousands of people have new or restored access to 

clean, safe water as a direct result of our work.  And all of that is good and noteworthy.  

But we can't get lost in the numbers.  The work we do is for the good of individuals, 

families and communities.  It's exciting to grow, but only as that growth produces 

better, and longer lasting results for the people we ultimately serve.  

 To ensure we're doing that most effectively, we are continually learning.  We 

try to listen more than we speak.  We know we're not the experts.  Our partners in the 

field are.  And more than them, the communities we serve together know best what's 

needed to remove obstacles from their path to development - if we take the time to 

listen.  

 When we listen, we hear a rich and powerful message of hope emerging from 

communities in Sierra Leone, South Sudan, Uganda, Rwanda and Kenya.  It is the story 

of a humble gift of water unlocking the potential of a mother who desperately wants 

and is willing to work toward a better future for her children.  It's the story of a child, 

relieved of her burden of fetching water so she can return to class and work her way 

toward academic excellence.  It's the story of a proud farmer returning from his now 

fertile fields, goods packed for market alongside a new sense of purpose and promise.  

It is the story of a gift that unlocks hope... water the means, but never the end.

 Throughout this report, I hope you'll take time to ponder the stories of just a 

few of the people we've met through serving. The facts and figures are there too.  

letter from our president
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We trust you'll hold us accountable to them. But as you do, please don't heap the credit 

on us.  

 Our passion is telling the right story, not our own. So, tell the story of the an 

8-year-old boy from Georgia who heard about the need of water and rallied six other 

schools to step up and help too, ultimately funding three wells. Tell the story of a small 

church in Chicago that simply couldn't stop giving once they caught the vision. They 

provided water for hundreds. Tell the story of a student in Sudan, who used to fetch 

water for hours in the fading sun each day, only able to study afterward by candlelight 

late in the evening. Share the hope of that same girl who now celebrates homework 

done by sunset thanks to her new well, merely yards away. Share in the hope that is 

being restored as new stories are born each day. Some we may never hear. Some may 

change the world.

 We invite you to join the story yourself. We need your voice and your hands 

too.   This report is only a starting place, an opening chapter.  To keep up, you'll need 

to join us online.  We share everything we do, every day.  So, become a part of it all at 

thewaterproject.org.  I'll see you there.

R. Peter Chasse 

President & Founder
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 Marsary Sumara, a local trader and member of the Mahera community in 

Western Sierra Leone, watched as her neighbors suffered from dysentery, malaria, 

diarrhea and severe dehydration resulting from drinking from their unprotected well. 

Like many so-called "wells" in Sierra Leone, the Mahera community well was an open 

pit and easily contaminated. 

 In Sierra Leone, The Water Project focuses on well 

rehabilitations. Rehabs, or well repairs, are an enormously cost 

effective way to make an impact. The amount of repair needed varies 

from one community to the next, but in most cases these "repairs" 

end up being a complete overhaul or reconstruction of the well. To 

protect the water source, the existing well (hole in the ground) must 

be cased and capped.  Once this is done the communities are then 

given a new or restored pump.

 When our implementing partner, Living Water International 

(LWI), arrived in Marsary’s village, the community members were 

eager to help. Happy to have their well sealed, they were actively 

involved with the well rehabilitation. They participated by providing 

materials, labor and security over the water project during the night. Community 

involvement is key to a water project’s sustainability. When the community takes active 

ownership of the well, they are more likely to keep it maintained. Before leaving the 

community, the LWI team provided the people with a contact number in case their well 

were to fall into disrepair, or become subject to vandalism or theft.

 The Water Project’s well rehabs in Sierra Leone also include hygiene training, 

which addresses issues like disease transmission, germs, the importance of hand 

washing, water-saving methods, diarrhea and its causes, oral rehydration treatment for 

diarrhea, and proper care and maintenance for the well. 

 As for Marsary, she is thankful for the rehabilitated well, and knows the 

difference it will make in her community. “The old water source was not safe,” she says. 

“It was very stressful. The water was not good and the well was not secure. With this 

new sealed well and new hand pump, the water is clear to drink and it is much easier 

to get access to the water.”
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Above:
Marsary Sumara 
from Mahera, Sierra 
Leone

Left:
The Magbafati 
School celebrates 
the opening of their 
newly restored well.

water improves health in sierra leone
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 Akeyo (not her real name) and her family know the value of a good education.  

It paves the road to a hopeful future.  So, even though Akeyo's family lived too far from 

the Oloile Secondary School in Southern Kenya for her to walk there, her father made 

arrangements for her to live with an uncle with a house closer to the school. 

 Although fortunate to be able to attend school, the arrangement proved hard 

for Akeyo. She was forced to wake early in the morning and walk a long distance to 

get water for her uncle's family. Only then was she allowed to go to 

school. After school, she would have to haul water again and return 

to help with the chores until after dark. So, without electricity, she 

couldn't study.  Akeyo didn't give up though.  She begged one of 

her school teachers for money to buy a lantern so she could do her 

homework late at night. No excuses. She wanted to succeed.

 A world away in Boca Raton, Florida, 10-year old Nate 

Roberts saw a television show highlighting the need for clean 

water in Africa.  On the show, Nate saw people drinking from the 

same water into which a cow had relieved itself. “I thought it was 

disgusting for the boy to drink from the well even without the cow 

because the water was so dirty,'' Nate said. "But the cow part made me want to throw 

up. I wanted to do something about it."*  On his own, he approached his principal with 

the idea of organizing a basketball shoot-out to raise money for The Water Project. He 

set a goal and made no excuses.  He wanted to succeed.  Amazingly, with the help of 

his school and church, Nate was able to raise over $14,000!

 The Water Project partnered with Staff of Hope to put Nate’s money to good 

use.  We sent it to build a well at Akeyo's school. The well at Oloile Secondary School 

will provide her and over 2,000 others with convenient access to safe, clean water. 

Today, Akeyo simply brings water back to her uncle's home straight from school. She 

now has two extra hours every night to study.  She will succeed. 

 In Kenya, we work very closely with partners like Staff of Hope and The 

Bridge Water Project.  We believe local, permanently placed NGO partners must be 

empowered to lead the way, whenever possible.  It helps to have the local support 

of our WASH Program Director, Jack Owen as well.  He's currently living in Kenya 

overseeing the day-to-day operations of our water projects throughout Africa.
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Students from St. 
Mary's Mumias 
Girls Secondary 
School play in the 
water from their 
new well. Previously, 
the school could 
not find a source of 
clean water that was 
sufficient for their 
students and staff, so 
they often relied on 
water from a nearby 
stream.

Left:
A girl from the Oloile 
community carries 
clean water back to 
her home. This entire 
well was funded by 
the efforts of a 4th 
grader in Florida.

more time for homework in kenya

*As quoted by 
BocaParent News. 
"Basketball for clean 
water," BocaParent
6 January 2010.
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 Peresi Guwo lives in the Baji community in Southern Sudan. She is a leader in 

the Episcopal church in Kajo Keji. Born in 1952 in Uganda,  her family later returned to 

Sudan after the death of her father. Peresi never went to school. Instead she grew up at 

home, helping her mother until she married Aman, and started her own family.

 After the war broke out in Sudan, Peresi returned to Uganda, seeking refuge.  

When she returned to Sudan in 2005, she realized that the water she had grown up 

drinking was gone.  What was left was contaminated and no longer 

safe. But with nothing else available, she and her family drank it and 

began suffering from water born diseases. Peresi said, "Typhoid was 

the worst fever that disturbed me for the last two years. Even my 

youngest children were suffering from Typhoid." 

 In 2010, our implementing partner Water Harvest 

International (WHI) drilled a deep well in Peresi’s community. At 

nearly 200 feet deep, an impossible depth to reach without a drill rig, 

the new well can serve over 380 people in the community. 

 The Water Project funds projects like the one in Baji 

because remote communities like this one are so often ignored.  We 

are committed to helping the forgotten.  There are a billion people without water.  We 

intend to help—one village at a time. Working one at a time, we can better ensure 

that long-term solutions are put in place.  From the beginning, we require partners to 

determine if communities like Baji are deeply committed to making their project a 

success.  In Baji, they provided local materials, set up a water committee and worked 

together with WHI on the planning and management of this borehole.

 The work in Baji isn't finished.  A water project means more than just digging 

a well.  It's a commitment.  Our partners will follow-up in Peresi's community.  They'll 

check on the well, and see if anything they've taught is being put into practice.  Long 

term monitoring is crucial.  We intend to carry it out for every project we can.  Whether 

in Southern Sudan or next door, truly caring for your neighbor takes time and a 

willingness to stay.  Having local partners makes that possible.

 Peresi and Aman are hopeful about the water. Aman said, “This water is going 

to relieve me from water born diseases.” Peresi added excitedly, “Not only that, but it’s 

just 200m from home! It is going to save time for other activities also.”

Peresi Guwo from 
Baji, Sudan

Left:
Students at the 
Jalimo Secondary 
School in Kajo-
Keju, Sudan work 
in the classroom. 
The school's 400 
students now have 
safe water just steps 
away, thanks to a 
new well.

thankful for clean water
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 The community of Kisindi is located in a lush and fertile area of Masindi 

District, Uganda. The vast majority of the local population is involved with subsistence 

agriculture. Families grow crops and rear animals, like chickens, goats and sheep. The 

community has a small trading center where residents can buy the necessities such as 

cooking oil, candles, meat and, of course, Coca-Cola. Kisindi is in many ways a pleasant 

community, but it had an urgent need: clean, safe water. 

 When village chairman Mosens Murasa contacted our 

implementing partner, Busoga Trust America, he summed the 

situation up succinctly: "We are drinking pond water, or we walk a 

long distance for safe water." Unable to travel long distances with 

full jerry cans, many Kisindi residents were forced to drink from the 

shallow pools. Water-borne illnesses such as typhoid and dysentery 

plagued the community.

 The Water Project has teamed up with Busoga Trust 

America to dig wells in the Masindi district. This district, though 

moderately developed, has too few sources of safe water in its 

rural areas. According to our partner, 200 new and rehabilitated 

water sources are needed in Masindi. The good news is that in many places, there is 

ample groundwater that allows for relatively shallow wells to be installed. Teams dig, 

sometimes quite literally by hand, to a depth of 50-100 feet, reinforcing the walls of the 

well along the way. Once a good amount of water is found, the well is capped and a 

hand pump is attached. The team trains the local community on how to properly use 

their new well, along with lessons on proper sanitation and hygiene. 

 In communities like Kisindi, these wells can be the difference between life 

and death. On September 28, 2010, our implementing partner began the excavation 

of a shallow hand dug well in cooperation with local residents.  Construction of the 

well took about four weeks and, following its completion, a hand pump was installed.  

Sanitation and hygiene education was conducted via a unique and engaging drama 

show combined with household follow-ups by Busoga Trust staff.  The combination of 

clean water provision and improved hygiene and sanitation coverage will surely raise 

the standard of health for Kisindi residents.
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A boy from the 
community of Kisindi  
shows the dirty 
water community 
residents used to 
drink compared to 
clean, safe water.

Left:
A boy enjoys a drink 
from a new well in 
the village of Kitumu.
Before receiving this 
new well, community 
residents were forced 
to walk 3-4 km to 
find safe water, or 
else drink from 
contaminated ponds.

 new proGraMS In uGanDa
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 The 400 students at Rabindra Bharathi School in Thatheiyankarpettai, India 

needed drinking water.  The school had no source on its premises for use by the 

children. There was only one, unreliable public water tap near the school. But even this 

water was accessible only in the early morning. The tap would run dry during school 

hours. As a result, the staff purchased water, expensive water that robbed the children  

of other resources.  And still, it was insufficient to meet their needs.  As a last resort, the 

children had no choice but to collect water from a nearby open pit 

well.  Dangerous and contaminated, this water did more harm than 

good.

 Our implementing partner found this site to be a good 

candidate for a deep well and new hand pump. After The Water 

Project collected donations from nice individuals, a business and a 

church, the crew got to work.

 When our team arrived for the well dedication at the 

Rabindra Bharathi School, they were in for a treat! The school’s 

400 students were neatly dressed in their uniforms and lined the 

road to the tap. The children chanted their thanks and teachers 

showed equal appreciation. Thanks to our supporters, these students can return to 

concentrating on their studies while enjoying clean and safe drinking water from the 

school tap mere feet away.

 Stories like those of the students in Thatheiyankarpettai are common to India. 

The need for clean water has become increasingly desperate due to a combination of 

population growth, overuse of water resources and injustice in social structures.

 In 2010, The Water Project continued our partnership with Wells for Life. 

Through their on the ground implementer, a local Indian NGO named DWPA, together 

we were able to complete 13 projects in 2010.
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Children from the 
village of Devanoor 
surround their 
community's new 
well during the 
dedication ceremony. 
This community of 
500 people used 
to have to walk 
long distances to 
find water. Now, 
they have safe 
water in their own 
community.

Left:
Students from 
the Pullambadi 
Secondary School 
gather around their 
new well.

students celebrate clean, safe water
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Children from a North Haiti community smile 
next to their rehabilitated well, funded by The 
Water Project. This well serves 1,500 people.
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 In early 2010, The Water Project joined a coalition of water organizations to 

coordinate our response to the crisis which unfolded in Haiti following the January 

10, 2010 earthquake.

 The Water Project was proud to partner with Living Water International (LWI), 

who was ready and able to provide immediate assistance to the people of Haiti  

  following the earthquake.  LWI mobilized to help communities in Haiti restore clean 

water. 

 Earthquakes destroy water systems. Pipelines break, electrical distribution 

systems fail, and hand-dug wells–—already questionable water sources–—are rendered 

useless or become contaminated with cholera, typhoid, and other waterborne diseases.

 “In Haiti, clean water is a terrible problem even at the best of times,” said LWI 

Executive Director Gary Evans. “After a quake like this, it’s a crisis of epic proportions.” 

LWI also provided aid in Haiti following the devastating 2008 hurricane season.

 The coalition of water organizations included Global Benefit, Mercy Water 

(working with Nspire Software), Wishing Well, Hydrate Hope Project (through I AM 

CHANGE), The Water Project, and Safewater Nexus. 

 The Water Project funded 37 projects in Haiti in 2010.

haItI

25
25

a Merry christmas, indeed

 The Water Project's 2010 Christmas Campaign, 25 for the 25th, sought to fund 

25 water wells with the expectation that they would be completed by Christmas 2011. 

With this lofty goal, we asked our supporters to donate, ask for water from their friends 

and family instead of gifts, or give gifts from our gear shop. This year, our gear shop 

also included special Christmas cards in denominations of $20, $50 or $100. 

 We were able to go above and beyond our goal, raising $322,519 and funding 

38 wells. As promised to our donors, these wells will be completed in time for 

Christmas 2011. 
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fundraising

life to the limit 

  On 1 April 2010, 10 people from all over the world boarded a boat and headed to 

a deserted island in South East Asia to spend 30 days in complete isolation. The project 

was the brainchild of Huenu Solsona. The idea first came a while back, when Solsona 

wondered what would happen should she be stripped of all her modern comforts. This led 

to the challenge of taking on the island escape.

  But this was more than a test of human limits. Each of the group chose a charity 

that would recieve half of their sponsorship donations. Solsona chose The Water Project.  

At the end of her challenge, Solsona raised $1000 to fund clean water projects.

columbus signature  

academy

 When the students at Columbus Signature Academy in Columbus, Indiana  heard about how the 

family of one of their classmates was raising money for a well in Ethiopia, 

one of the second graders asked, "Could we help drill a well?"  The whole 

class immediately jumped on board and became excited about helping 

other students like them far across the globe.  The idea that they, as 2nd 

graders, could help save lives, gave true meaning to project based learning. 

Students were alarmed to discover that kids, just like them, couldn’t go to 

school because they had to walk all day searching for water for their families 

to drink. And worse yet, sometimes, children would die from drinking that 

water.

 All parts of the students' curriculum were integrated into the project.  Students opened and 

operated a mobile school store, selling school supplies and snacks before school and during Passions time, 

when students work on personal projects of their choice. They integrated water projects into Science, 

Health and Art classes.

 When the group had just one week left on their project timeline, it seemed they would fall short 

of their project goal. That was when a student presented the project to the New Hope Christian Church, 

which her family attends. She could hardly contain her excitement that Monday after the presentation.  

She came into the classroom jumping and yelling, “We reached our goal!  We reached our goal!!!  

Everyone cheered! A newspaper reporter was on hand as the 2nd Grade classes, with great anticipation, 

totaled up the columns in their final math problem of the project.  Students and teachers cheered and 

clapped, jumping to their feet as they were able to donate a total of $5000.

 

Students from 
Columbus Signature 
Academy
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new tools enable supporters to multiply their impact

 In 2010, we launched the myWaterProject advocacy platform. With myWaterProject, supporters 

are able to take simple “actions” that help tell the story of water and to keep track of how their support is 

impacting people in need.

 An action might include telling a friend about 

the water crisis, posting support to their Facebook or 

Twitter page, setting up a fundraising page, or simply 

reading an article we select for them. Supporters are 

also able to connect with us and other people in the 

myWaterProject network.  And with a simple click from 

their dashboard, a member can keep track of each 

specific water project they've supported.

 Each completed action inspires others and 

earns the member "impact points", allowing them to 

gauge how they’re helping in relation to others.  This 

simple metric has proven to be a strong motivator.  

People want to help and to know they aren't alone.  In the future, we’ll also have exclusive updates, 

pictures and videos just for our friends on myWaterProject.

 Best of all, we've designed the system to be easy to use. Creating an account takes less than 30 

seconds so people are more willing to "give it a try."

Seeing the outcome gets easier

 We work hard to make it easy for folks to support a water 

project.  We think it should be just as simple to see the outcomes of 

their gifts and efforts.  

 This past year we simplified our water project tracking 

system. Donors can now enter a simple four-digit tracking number 

from their printed receipt to see the water project they supported on 

our website.  For donors who give online, it's even easier.  We email a 

receipt, immediately following a donation, that contains the one-click 

link needed to see their project in the field.

 This project tracking system allows all our donors, no matter the amount they gave, to follow 

"their" water project from construction through completion and into the years following as we monitor it.  

All of it helps provide accountability of our work while inspiring trust in our donors. 
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personalized Fundraising pages

 The Water Project introduced Personalized Fundraising 

Pages to our website in late 2010. This new functionality allows 

groups and individuals to raise money online and to follow the 

progress of their water project after fundraising is complete -- all 

from one easy-to-use and personalized webpage.  

 The vast majority of funding for our work comes from 

small grass-roots fundraising projects.  With these new tools in 

place, groups can focus on telling the story and inspiring others 

to get involved.  Their personalized fundraising page becomes 

their home base to collect support.  After setting a goal, the page 

creator can share links, post it on Facebook and ask their friends 

to do the same.  All of the donations made as a result are listed as 

the goal is tracked to completion.  Receipts are emailed instantly.  

It's proven to be an incredibly powerful tool that harnesses the 

commitment of one supporter and multiplies it across their 

network of influence.

 Once the creator of the page indicates that fundraising 

is complete, their green "Donate" button becomes a "See the 

Project" button. And, just like all donors to The Water Project, 

people who give through Personalized Fundraising Pages will 

see pictures from the field, GPS coordinates and updates as we 

receive them.

 It's a powerful tool in the hands of our grass-roots 

supporters.

Did you know?

the water project won a total of 

$50,000 from chase community  

giving's facebook contest in 2010.
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leadership & Mission

R. Peter Chasse,
Founder & 
President

Michael D. Ballou,
Secretary

Rob Hudiburg,
Treasurer

David Meyers,
Chairman

 The Water Project, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 

organization that's bringing relief to communities around 

the world who suffer needlessly from a lack of access to 

clean water.

 We help to raise both awareness and the funds needed 

to provide the most basic and life-sustaining need of people 

. . . safe, clean water.

 We believe that providing water restores hope by 

enabling our partners to make a life-changing impact 

through their broader development activity.

 We work closely with partners around the world who identify, implement, 

report on and follow up on each project. We share this information with our 

supporters through innovative online tools that inspire confidence in the work 

being done and the impact it has.
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The Water Project
PO Box 3353

Concord NH 03302-3353
800-460-8974

info@thewaterproject.org 
TheWaterProject.org
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